The UCSD Retirement Association presents:

Let’s Take a Walk

Come join your fellow RA members as we take beautiful walks around San Diego! We have three walks in this series:

**Thursday, Jan 16 ∞ 9:30 AM - 11:30 AM**

at Balboa Park, Jerry Schad Memorial Park  
*Meet at 6th Avenue and Upas Gateway Trail Map Sign*  
*Look for street parking in the park or on 6th Ave*  
*(GPS 32.740788, -117.159386)*  
*sidewalks and some road surfaces, mild ups and downs, 3 miles*

**Thursday, Feb 13 ∞ 9:30 AM - 11:30 AM**

at Torrey Pines Natural Reserve Extension  
*Meet at Intersection of Carmel Valley Road and Del Mar Scenic Parkway*  
*Look for parking on the street*  
*(GPS 32.935958, -117.257270)*  
*Mostly dirt with some pavement, 100 ft elevation change, 3.7 miles*

**Thursday, Mar 5 ∞ 9:30 AM - 11:30 AM**

at Penasquitos Canyon Preserve - Knott Grove Trail  
*Meet at 12350 Black Mountain Road – the colonnade (next to the recycled water pump station) at the southwest corner of Canyonside Community Park*  
*(GPS 32.940750, -117.129861)*  
*flat dirt road, 100 ft elevation change, 4+ miles*

Please prepare to walk for 1-2 hours for each event.  
Bring water, sunglasses, sunscreen, a hat, ID, and dress in layers.  
If you have RVSP’d and won’t be attending, please **CANCEL** so others will not have to wait.  
Register at [https://hrweb.ucsd.edu/ra/](https://hrweb.ucsd.edu/ra/)  
or call (858) 534-4724, if you have no online access.
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